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Sea True Villa
Price:  USD 1.499.000

Location:  Maho Area

Bathrooms:  3

Bedrooms:  3

Lot size:  512 m2

Built up size:  303 m2

Spectacular Architectural masterpiece overlooking world-famous 
airport on St. Maarten for sale. Owning your private villa on the 
island of Sint Maarten has just become extraordinary. With this villa 
on the market, you will be the first to have the best of all! Your view 
will be ever evolving all day long. With spectacular views over the 
Princess Juliana landing strip, this is particularly paradise for plane-
lovers. For everyone else, the view is just spectacular and so 
unique. You see the entire island of St. Maarten with its beautiful 
hills, gorgeous ocean views, lagoon views and so much more. You 
might think there is a lot of noise of the airport but that’s not the 
case. When by the pool, you will hear some but nothing crazy and 
inside the home, you hear absolutely nothing. Now the villa 
finishing’s are just top-notch. Carrara marble throughout the villa, 
easy to clean, durable, timeless, high end. Kitchen in marble from 
Minotti, the world famous Italian brand. Walking through the home 
is like becoming part of an art piece. It’s calming, fun, cozy, and 
contemporary. Just an absolute joy to be at home. The location of 
the villa is perfect. Just a 5 minute walk to Maho Village full of top 
restaurants, walk to the golf course of St. Maarten, walk to Mullet 
Beach and only a short drive to the capital of French St. Martin, 
Marigot. Total living area 214 m2 (ground floor 144 m2, 1st level 70 
m2) Terrace and pool included 90 m2 Sea view from 2 bedrooms, 
the dining and living room have a high ceiling of 5,8 meters. This 
villa is an amazing investment as vacation renters enjoy staying at 
this gorgeous villa and has top ratings. Call us for more information 
and a private showing. A villa to see it to believe it! Scroll down to 
see in 3D and more features  
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